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1. Introduction

• Nuclear reactor design requires complex numerical

calculations due to the detailed geometric structure and

composition variation.

• Analytical solution permits a better understanding of

the response to a specific parameter perturbation.

• A nuclear core design starts with a simple model so the

equations can be solved without numerical methods.



1. Introduction

• This work focus on an analytical model considering a

sphere geometry, compare the results of SCALE/KENO

VI code with those from diffusion approximation for one

energy group obtained with a FORTRAN program.



2. Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR)

• The FBR is cooled by sodium liquid, has a hexagonal

prism form, a heterogeneous core with five regions,

height and diameter of 180cm.

• Fuel PuO2 its main characteristic, independent of enriched

uranium.

- Rg A and E - natural uranium.
Oxide Moisture - MOX:

- Rg B - PuO2 - 25% - UO2.- 75%;

- Rg C - PuO2 - 33% - UO2.- 67%;

- Rg D - PuO2 - 42% - UO2.- 58%.



• One energy group diffusion analytical study;

• One dimensional system;

• Five concentric spheres.

Spheric coordenates:

RA

RB RC

RD

RE

RA  = 20.582cm;

RB  = 35.583cm;

RE  = 94.429cm.

RC

RD

= 42.354cm;

= 48.395cm;
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Analitical study: one energy group.

Reactor governing equations:
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Analitical study: one energy group.

Reactor governing equations:
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Analitical study: one energy group.

The solution for each region is:
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3. Methodology

Analitical study - boundary conditions:



;

3. Methodology

Analitical study - boundary conditions:
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3. Methodology

Analitical study - keff calculation:

To calculate keff in this new approach we take diffusion equation. 

Integrating over the whole reactor volume we get:



;

3. Methodology

Analitical study - reactivity coefficient calculation:

reactivity with void;

reactivity without void;

void volume;

coolant volume.



3. Methodology

• A FORTRAN language program was built to perform

calculations in order to obtain results concerning to

neutron absorption, leakage, flux radial distribution, the

reactor keff and reactivity coefficient values.

• The results were analyzed and compared with those

obtained using SCALE code.
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3. Results

Group constants calculated by the SCALE code.

Tables 1 - Group constants considering no void.

Tables 2 - Group constants considering 5.87% of void on each region.

(a)∑tr - transport cross section;

(b)∑a - absorption cross section;

(c)ν∑f - mean neutrons released in each fission and fission cross section.
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3. Results

Neutron flux radial distribution for the reactor core without void

inserted. The maximum neutron flux value is observed on region B

and decreases until near zero at radius equal RE.
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3. Results

• Total absorption maximum value occurs for the condition without

void (0.88495).

• As the void is inserted the respective absorption value decreases

assuming the minimum value on region D.
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3. Results

• The neutron leakage increases from the value of 0.11505 on the

condition without void until the maximum one 0.11605 for the

condition with void on region D.
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3. Results

• The maximum keff value calculated (1.20153).

• As void is inserted on the other regions (B, C and D) the keff value

calculated decreases.

• Is important observe that all of them are bigger than the keff value

calculated for the condition without void (1.19698), excepted keff

value calculated for void inserted on region D (1.19476).
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3. Results

• The keff value by SCALE code has the same behavior.
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3. Results

• Comparing the keff values calculated by the FORTRAN program

and those by SCALE code the results show a deviation (δks) that

varies from 4.36% (with void on region D) to 4.78% (with void on

region B).
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3. Results

• The void reactivity coefficient values calculated by the FORTRAN

program and by SCALE code show the same behavior, decreasing

values as void moves away from the nuclear reactor center.
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4. Conclusions

• The analytical method is simple in computation and permit to be

made rapidly.

• Void insertion hardens the spectrum increasing the number of

neutrons produced by fission per neutron absorbed (η factor). If the

leakage does not compensate this effect we will have a positive

void reactivity coefficient.

• This is well observed at reactor central region and the reactivity

coefficient becomes positive.

• For region D, the leakage is dominant and the reactivity coefficient

turns to negative.



;

4. Conclusions

• The model can predict the void reactivity coefficient tendency

(positive or negative) and the multiplication factor deviation is less

than 5% from real reactor core.

• Therefore, we conclude that this approach is a powerful tool for the

core reactor design initial steps.
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